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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

During the Hong Kong Rugby Sevens 2014, from 28 to 30 March, the following waste were recovered and
recycled:

Food Recovery and Donation
About 1.5 tonnes of edible food, including meal
boxes, cooked food, rice, noodle, bread, cake,
sandwiches, vegetable and fruits, etc., were
collected by NGOs for donation to the needy.
The collected cooked and fresh products
helped to prepare about 1,250 hot meals

1,250 meals
1.5 tonnes

Recyclables Separation and Collection
About 7.9 tonnes of
paper was separated
and collected at the
Stadium and delivered
to the recyclers for
recycling

7.9tonnes

About 1 tonne of food waste was separated
and collected at the Stadium and delivered to
the Kowloon Bay Pilot Composting Plant for
treatment (composting)

About 3.0 tonnes of plastic
(comprising about 2.4
tonnes from the Stadium,
about 0.6 tonnes from the
Indian Recreation Club and
about 0.027 tonnes from
the Fanzone) was separated
and collected for delivery
to the Yan Oi Tong Plastic
Resources Recycling Centre at
the EcoPark, Tuen Mun, and
other recyclers for recycling

Total

3.0

tonnes

1tonne

About 400 litres of used cooking
oil (UCO) was collected at the
Stadium and delivered to a
local biodiesel
producer

About 5.6 tonnes of glass bottles (comprising
about 4.8 tonnes from the Stadium, about
0.6 tonnes from the Indian Recreation Club
and about 0.2 tonnes from the Fanzone) were
separated and collected for delivery to the
recyclers for manufacturing of eco-pavers and
construction materials

Total

5.6

tonnes

400litres
1
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INTRODUCTION

he Hong Kong Rugby Sevens 2014 (R7 2014) was held at the Hong Kong
Stadium from 28 to 30 March 2014. Apart from the main in-stadium
events and activities, there were two other venues beyond the stadium that
held activities related to Rugby Sevens (R7) – these were functions at the Indian
Recreation Club at So Kon Po, and a new series of entertainment at the New
Central Harbourfront (Hong Kong Fanzone), both of which included large screens
where participants could watch R7 2014 ‘live’.

T

For R7 2014, the Government (Environment Bureau (ENB), Environmental
Protection Department (EPD) and Leisure and Cultural Services Department
(LCSD)) and the Hong Kong Rugby Football Union (HKRFU) collaborated for the
first time along with the key R7 stakeholders (Cathay Pacific, HSBC, Holiday Inn,
Swire Coca-Cola Hong Kong, Carlsberg Hong Kong Ltd., and other concession
service providers etc.) to trial a number of green initiatives. The HKRFU’s vision is
to evolve R7 into a green mega sports event.
A number of non-governmental organisations (NGOs), community partners and
recycling companies, such as Ocean Recovery Alliance, Food Angel, Feeding
Hong Kong (the NGOs), and Vanden Global (a plastic waste specialist), were also
a part of the collaboration to provide specialist advice and/or support. The green
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initiatives included avoidance of food wastage by means of food donation, as well
as reduction of waste disposal at landfills by means of separation, collection and
recycling of the recyclables (plastic, glass, paper, aluminium can, used cooking oil
(UCO) and food waste).
The results are encouraging especially in view of the very short planning time for
R7 2014. The planning time for the Stadium was less than 6 weeks, for the Indian
Recreation Club about 4 weeks, and for the Fanzone about 3 weeks. The activities
at the Indian Recreation Club may be regarded as a spill-over from the Stadium
organised by events management company, Ironmonger Events Limited; and
the Fanzone was a new arrangement by the HKRFU and Tourism Commission,
organised by another events management company, Pyjama Limited, as a trial to
expand the highly popular R7. Some green initiatives were tested for the first time,
with a view to gaining experience and paving the path for a more comprehensive
waste reduction and recycling plan at the Rugby Sevens 2015 (R7 2015). The
HKRFU, the key stakeholders and the Government had agreed from the on-set to
form a Task Force to plan the R7 2015.
R7 has been a sell-out event for many years at the Stadium, which has a capacity
for 40,000. In 2014, some 12,000 people went to the Indian Recreation Club over
the course of 3 days, and over 40,000 people went to the Fanzone from 25 to 30
March 2014 since it was organised as both a music entertainment event, as well
as to enable people to watch R7 2014 for the three days of the event.
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GREEN INITIATIVES

Types of Recyclables

Plastic

Glass
bottle

Paper

Food
waste

Used cooking
oil (UCO)

Aluminium
beverage can

The main green initiatives implemented in the available time were related to waste reduction and recycling.
Types of Recyclables

Waste Management Initiatives
Stadium

Indian Recreation Club

Fanzone

N/A
(could not be organized in time
by organiser)

N/A
(could not be planned/organized
in time)

Avoidance/Reduction
Surplus food

Food donation organised
Food Collection NGOs
1. Feeding HK (at Confucius
Hall Secondary School
where the rugby players had
their meals); and
2. Food Angel (at the Stadium)

Recycling
Collector - Central &Western
Mid-Levels Owners Association1
Recycler - Yan Oi Tong Plastic
Resources Recycling Centre at
EcoPark

Collector and Recycler - Ocean
Collector - Central &Western
Recovery Alliance (sponsored by Mid-Levels Owners Association
HSBC)
Recycler - Yan Oi Tong Plastic
Resources Recycling Centre at
EcoPark

Collector - Hong Kong Dumper
Truck Drivers’ Association2

Collector – Baguio Waste
Collector – Baguio Waste
Management and Recycling Ltd3 Management and Recycling Ltd

Recycler - Tiostone
Environmental Limited (for
production of eco-pavers and
other construction materials)

Recycler - Tiostone
Environmental Limited (for
production of eco-pavers and
other construction materials)

Recycler - Tiostone
Environmental Limited (for
production of eco-pavers and
other construction materials)

Paper

Collected by Baguio Waste
Management and Recycling
Ltd and sent to a recycler for
recycling

N/A

Collected by ISS Environmental
Services and sent to a recycler
for recycling

Food waste

Collected by a logistic contractor
and sent to the Kowloon Bay
Pilot Composting Plant4

N/A

N/A

Used cooking
oil (UCO)

Collected by ASB Biodiesel
(HK) Ltd5 and taken to its plant
at Tseung Kwan O for biodiesel
manufacturing

N/A

N/A

Plastic

Glass bottle
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Aluminium
beverage can

N/A
(Beverage offered were bottled
and dispenser drinks; no
aluminium canned drinks were
provided)

Collected by Ocean Recovery
Alliance

N/A

Disposal
General refuse

Collected by the cleansing contractors for disposal at the landfills

1.

Central & Western (C&W) Mid-Levels Owners Association is an NGO and one of the recipients of the Environment and Conservation Fund (ECF) Community Waste
Reduction Projects (WRP) funding. A Plastic Recycling Centre has been set up by the NGO since 2008, which targets buildings in C&W and mid-levels. Plastic
recyclables are collected from participating buildings and transported to the Centre for preliminary sorting and baling before selling to recycler Yan Oi Tong. The public
can also take plastic recyclables to the Centre and exchange products, such as rice. (https://www.wastereduction.gov.hk/en/community/community_recyc_ctr.htm).

2.

Hong Kong Dumper Truck Drivers’ Association is operating a voluntary glass recycling programme funded by the ECF. It sends collected glass bottles to Laputa EcoConstruction Material Co., Ltd (also known as Tiostone by trade) for production into eco-pavers and other construction materials.

3.

http://www.baguio.com.hk/waste/en-US/about-us

4.

The Kowloon Bay Pilot Composting Plant is a government-run plant.

5.

http://www.asb-biodiesel.com/

The agreed initiatives noted above were the results of discussion and collaboration
between and among the key stakeholders that were considered do-able given the
limited time.
In terms of food donation and food waste collection, the key stakeholders
thought that the main food wastage would arise from the Executive Suites and
Patron Boxes as these were provided with pre-ordered amount of catered food.
Elsewhere in the Stadium, people tended to only buy food when they wanted to
eat. Thus, reaching out to the patrons of Suites and Boxes to urge them to be
judicious in making orders before they made their orders was important. The
main caterer at the Stadium, Holiday Inn, had already designed their ordering
menu in a way that would prompt the person making the order to consider what
was needed so as to prevent over-ordering. Holiday Inn had noticed when they
first redesigned the ordering menu in 2010 that it helped to reduce the amount
that ended-up being thrown away. To reinforce this message, it was agreed with
the stakeholders that ENB would send a special message via the HKRFU’s email
messaging system informing the organisations with Executive Suites and Patron
Boxes for R7 2014 of the stakeholders’ collaboration to reduce waste and urging
them to place their orders judiciously so as to prevent food waste. Holiday Inn
also outreached to the NGO Food Angel so that surplus food could be collected
at the end of each of the three days. This was the first time food donation was
organised at R7. Moreover, Feeding Hong Kong, another NGO, collected surplus
food from the Confucius Hall Secondary School next to the Stadium, where the
rugby players had their meals and the collected food was then passed onto Food
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Angel. The food donation arrangement worked well and it can likely be improved
next year.
As for food waste, Holiday Inn’s workers scraped plates from the Executive Suites
and Patron Boxes into special bins LCSD provided, which enabled the collection
of food waste. This was a new arrangement for R7 2014.
As for UCO, it was also the first time that it was collected from the Stadium from
three of the food concession providers. This arrangement was made directly
between the concession providers and the UCO collector, a local biodiesel
manufacturer. This may be expanded next year.
As for plastic, the main types of plastic were polypropylene cups and jugs, PET
water and soda bottles, and plastic wrapping for products. The plan for R7 2014
was three-fold:
i) To trial a new way to collect the plastic cups from a limited number of
Executive Suites and Patron Boxes by means of a specially-designed ‘tube’
holder so that the cups could be staked and taken away by workers to the
central collection point easily and efficiently. Vanden Global designed the tube
and had it made in time for the trial. The ‘tube’ worked well;
ii) To place recycling bins at various places at the Stadium for plastic beverage
bottles; and
iii) To arrange with the concession holders ahead time for plastic packaging to be
collected for recycling.
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LCSD provided bins for glass beverage bottles. The collected bottles were taken
by workers to a central location at the Stadium for removal by contracted cleaners
for recycling. LCSD also made arrangement with concession providers to collect
their packaging paper waste so that workers could take them to the central
location for collection for recycling. Other paper waste (mainly newspapers,
programmes and pamphlets) placed in recycling bins were also collected.
Aluminium cans were collected at the Indian Recreation Club site.
To promote waste reduction and recycling, ENB/EPD, LCSD and HKRFU
collaborated to enable the Government’s Food Wise Hong Kong Campaign’s highly
popular mascot, Big Waster, to be present at the Stadium for all three days of the
event to promote “Don’t be a Big Waster” message. Special arrangements were
also made for the waste reduction and recycling message to be made directly by
EPD and NGOs to hundreds of local students who attended R7 2014 on the first
day. A special “Tackle Waste to Win” poster was designed and placed around the
Stadium. Other promotional activities included the following:
• Communication materials including on-site posters
and recycling bin labels;
• “Green Frame” message slots on the Stadium’s TV
screen during the event;
• Parade of the mascot “Big Waster” at the Stadium;
and
• Mascot’s interaction and photo-shooting with the
spectators at the Stadium and off-stadium venues
(i.e. Confucius Hall Secondary School, Indian
Recreation Club and Fanzone).

Trial recycling activities at the Indian Recreation Club was sponsored by HSBC via
the Ocean Recovery Alliance and Vanden Global with assistance from EPD. While
there was insufficient time to plan with Ironmonger Events for surplus food to be
collected, the trial on plastic and aluminium cans collection was successful.
There was little time to plan for recyclables collection at the Fanzone events,
which started on 25 March 2014 evening that EPD was only able to ensure
recycling bins were placed around the venue.
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RESULTS

The results of the various initiatives noted above were as follows.

Food Recovered for Donation
Surplus edible food was donated by two caterers (Holiday Inn and Castelo
Concept) at the Stadium, and was collected by the Food Angel. A total of about
1,500kg of food was collected and donated. The food included meal boxes,
cooked food, rice, noodle, bread, cakes, sandwiches, vegetable and fruit, etc. The
collected cooked food and fresh vegetables helped to produce some 1,250 hot
meal boxes. A report prepared by Food Angel is provided in Appendix A.

Recyclables Collected for Recycling
Plastic – A total of about 3.0 tonnes of plastic was collected and delivered to the
non-profit Yan Oi Tong Plastic Resources Recycling Centre at EcoPark and other
recyclers for recycling. Detailed breakdown of the plastic collection is tabulated
below :Location

Collection Quantity

Stadium (28 – 30 March)

2,400 kg

Indian Recreation Club (28 – 30 March)

600 kg

Fanzone (25 – 30 March)

27 kg

Total :

3,027 kg

A report on plastic and aluminium can collection at the Indian Recreation Club
prepared by Ocean Recovery Alliance and Vanden Global is provided in Appendix B.
Glass Bottle – A total of about 5.60 tonnes of glass bottles was collected
and delivered to recycler Tiostone Environmental Limited in Tuen Mun for
the manufacturing of eco-pavers and other construction materials. Detailed
breakdown of the glass bottle collection is tabulated below :Location
Fanzone
(25 – 30 March)
Indian Recreation
Club
(28 – 30 March)

Collection Date
29 March 2014

31 March 2014

68 kg

134 kg
588 kg

Stadium
(28 – 30 March)
Total :
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early to mid April 2014

4,800 kg
5,599 kg

Paper – A total of about 7.9 tonnes of paper (mainly packaging carton paper) was
collected at the Stadium.
Food Waste – A total of about 1 tonne of food waste was collected from
the Stadium during the 3-days and was delivered to the Kowloon Bay Pilot
Composting Plant for composting. Detailed breakdown of the food waste
collection is tabulated below :Date

Quantity of Food Waste Collected
(volume, in cu.m)

(weight, in kg)

29 March 2014

0.408

329

30 March 2014

0.456

295

31 March 2014

1.032

351

Total :

1.896

975

Taking the quantities of surplus food donation and food waste collected for
composting, nearly 2.50 tonnes of food waste to landfill was avoided.
A summary, provided by the LCSD, showing the waste and recyclables collection
data of 2013 and 2014 at the Stadium is tabulated below :Year

Weight of Waste/Recyclables Collected (tonne)
General
Rubbish

Plastic
Recycled

Paper
Recycled

Glass Bottle
Recycled

Food Waste
Recycled

2014

210.00

2.40

7.90

4.80

0.98

2013

201.23

1.21

6.02

3.75

0.10

Used Cooking Oil (UCO) – UCO was collected by the ASB Biodiesel (Hong
Kong) Ltd. from three caterers, Maxims, Deli Express and Vitaland, at the
Stadium. A total of about 400 litres (about 370kg) of UCO was collected and
delivered to the ASB’s Biodiesel Factory at Tseung Kwan O for the manufacturing
of biodiesel.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND WAY FORWARD

The observations and experience gained from R7 2014 provide many useful ideas
for R7 2015. In light of the fact that the key stakeholders have agreed to form a
special Task Force after R7 2014, it is recommended that they may wish to do
so by mid-2014 so that there is sufficient time for them to plan and take action
for next year. ENB/EPD is committed to continue its convening role together with
HKRFU.
With adequate time and coordination, major improvements are possible. Specific
observations by those working at the frontline are noted below:
a) The Stadium
Observations

Suggested Improvement Measures

Public Behaviour
• The public appears to dump wastes
based on convenience, with little
attention to the message from
publicity posters. Moreover, plastic
jugs/cups and miscellaneous refuse
were left everywhere at the spectator
seating areas.
• Larger volumes of recyclable waste
were placed in the large general waste
bins (660 litre) than in recycling bins
which were smaller (240 litre); low
quantities of plastics bottles collected
from bottle-shaped recycling bins;
a lot of food containers/boxes were
found inside the newspaper recycling
carts in area near the Patron Box
bench; general waste were disposed
of inside food waste recycling bins at
Suite Levels.

• With more time to plan, more effective
messaging should be created to help
change behavior.
• Larger and prominent recycling bins
are needed. Consider providing
recycling bins of different colours for
each type of recyclables, with size of
at least 660 litre.
• Except for the food waste bins,
consider uncovering the recycling bins
to facilitate disposal by the public;
• Provide clear iconic labels for each
type of recyclables.
• Place food waste bins in suites level at
the location inaccessible by the guests
to avoid improper dumping of wastes.
• Recycling carts for newspapers
should not be placed near to benches
and seating area for meals to reduce
the collected newspapers from being
contaminated.

Participation and Support
Collaboration with the concession
stakeholders was good. There were only
a few cases of improper disposal of paper
carton boxes and glass bottles, and they
did not recur upon receiving advice from
the Stadium management. This reflected
the collaboration of senior management
of caterers, souvenir shop operators and
others in supporting waste recycling.
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Continually seek the commitment of
senior management of concession
stakeholders in future in view of its
effectiveness.

Recyclables Collection Arrangement
The cooperation of various stakeholders
(e.g. cleaners, caterers and concession
operators) helped to keep access clear
and collect more recyclables during R7
2014. In particular, their cooperation
helped to minimize the accumulation of
un-flattened carton boxes at passage
ways. Nevertheless, the cleaners still
had to pick up/sort out huge volumes of
recyclables from the collection bins due
to mis-placing of wastes/recyclables into
the collection bins.

Consider more preventive measures
(e.g. more communication) to minimize
dumping into the wrong bins. This would
increase collection even more.

Green Managers
The deployment of Green Managers
Deploy more Green Managers to monitor
starting from R7 2014 is very useful
the recycling work in future R7.
and effective for waste recycling. Their
frequent patrols, timely advice to reverse
improper waste disposal and arrangement
of waste clearance by cleaners minimized
the occurrence of access blockage and
streamlined the transportation of recycling
wastes.

b) Indian Recreation Club
Observations

Suggested Improvement Measures

See the Report at Appendix B prepared
by Ocean Recovery Alliance and Vanden
Global.

• Signage above the bins needs to be
larger and with less text. “CUPS &
BOTTLES HERE” will suffice.
• A promotion board showing how the
plastic will be recycled to inform/
educate guests about recycling.
• Consider a deposit system for jugs
(and perhaps even cups) or have on
site cleaning for reuse.
• Placing bins in the corners of the
venue makes them less visible
and recycling ambassadors then
effectively become “service staff”
tasked with collecting all of the plastic
waste, which was not their intended
role. Alternatively, the bins should be
placed among the common areas,
where with some guidance and
improved signage, guests will be more
inclined to recycle themselves.
• A better solution for liquid waste is
required.
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c) Fanzone
Observations

Suggested Improvement Measures

As regards plastic, separation in the
venue was less effective. Although bins
were provided for plastic collection,
workers of the cleansing company
had not handled the collected plastics
separately, and the plastics were mixed
with general waste. Therefore, very little
plastic (about 27kg) could be collected
for recycling.

With adequate time for planning, the
problem is solvable. There needs to be in
depth communication with the cleansing
company to improve the collection of
recyclables.

Overall, the trial demonstrated the workability of waste avoidance, reduction and
recycling at R7. The key stakeholders and concession service providers at the
Stadium are already on board. Thus, the Task Force can work with each and
every party involved to reap higher gains for R7 2015.
To benchmark the effectiveness of implementing “green” measures in future
R7, the 2013 data at the Stadium can serve as the baseline since LCSD had the
information from the previous year. As regards surplus food donation and UCO
collection/recycling at the Stadium, and plastic collection/recycling at the Indian
Recreation Club (as these are new initiatives in R7 2014), the 2014 data can
be used as the baseline. If the Fanzone activities are to be organized again in
2015, the process should start afresh as there was simply this year. For 2015,
measurements for all the sites should also be standardized to ensure consistency.
The Task Force can consider what other measures may be taken for R7 2015
after reviewing the experience of R7 2014.
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APPENDICES
A. Food Collection and Donation Report
prepared by Food Angel

Food Type

Weight/(kg) Remarks

March 28 (Fri)
HK Stadium(Night)
by Holiday Inn

Dinner meal boxes

47.05

75 boxes

Fruits

38.64

Apple & Banana

Bread

7.27

March 29 (Sat)
HK Stadium(Day)
by Holiday Inn

Lunch meal boxes
Cooked food
Bread & cakes

HK Stadium (Night)
by Holiday Inn

51.02
8.94

87 boxes
Hash browns & sausages

14.34

Sandwiches

3.13

Cooked food

27.96

Fried noodle, fried rice & plain rice

26.36

Cakes

19.10

Lunch meal boxes

27.12

50 boxes

Cooked food

11.30

Fried eggs & sausages

Bread

20.68

Cakes

22.90

Dinner meal boxes

26.82

Cooked food

80.91

Fried rice & plain rice

39.30

Bread

31.80

March 30 (Sun)
HK Stadium (Day)
by Holiday Inn

HK Stadium (Night)
by Holiday Inn

Crouton
Fruits
HK Stadium (Night)
by Castelo Concept

Dinner meal boxes

51 boxes

4.09
4.09
55.45

Fruits

178.20

Bread

76.10

Apple
79 boxes
Orange & green apple

March 31 (Mon)
HK Stadium (Day)
by Holiday Inn

Vegetable

137.70

Tomato

April 1( Tues)
HK Stadium(Day)
by Holiday Inn

Total Collected

Crouton

62.72

Potato

90.91

Fruits

177.27

Melon & pineapple

Vegetable

218.18

Papaya & tomato

1509.36

The surplus veggies and cooked food
helped make approx 1254 hot meal boxes
Fruits and bread were redistributed directly
to the needy
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B. Plastic Recycling Report
The Village – HK Rugby 7s
prepared by Ocean Recovery Alliance and Vanden Global

Event

The Village 2014

Date

28-30, March 2014 (Fri to Sun)

Time

1:00pm – 11:30pm (Fri), 8:00am - 11:30pm (Sat & Sun)

Venue

Indian Recreation Club (IRC), Caroline Hill Road, Causeway Bay, HK

Sponsor

HSBC

Event Organizer

Ironmonger Events (IME)

Green service
solution provider

Ocean Recovery Alliance (ORA), Vanden Global (VG)

Overview
The objective this year was to encourage and promote plastic recycling, being the
first year that a recycling policy has been implemented at this event. ORA and VG
offered a total solution for recycling of plastic material, including staff, equipment,
logistics and processing of collected materials.
Result
12,000 attendees during the weekend
March 28

140kg

March 29

360kg

March 30

100kg

Total Plastic Recycled

600kg

Purity of Material Achieved: 95% Recyclable – this is a significantly high
percentage, and almost impossible to achieve at big events.
*5% remaining is largely due to liquids and occasional contamination from other
waste

Detailed Overview and Recommendations
Staff training
In order to increase the quality of collected plastic material, education and training
are the key factors to achieve these goals. ORA and VG prepared a training guide
for the field staff make sure the materials
they collected are appropriate for recycling.
Also during each shift rotation, we had a
short briefing about the collection situation
on that day. Event organizer, IME, also
used a large amount of plastic materials at
the beverage bar and a briefing was also
delivered to relevant staff to collect plastic
waste from behind the bar service area.
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Target materials
• Polypropylene (PP) – Carlsberg cups and jugs
• Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET) – Water/Soda bottles
• Aluminium Cans (behind bar only)
Field staff duty table
Time slot
Number of field staff

08:00 – 16:00

12:00 – 20:00

16:00 – 0:00

3-5

4-6

6-8

Equipment
A tailor-made Red recycling bin with wheels was made for this event. To fit in all
plastic materials (cups and jugs), a 20cm diameter round hole was made on the
bin lid, and a black rubber cover sheet was attached to the hole. To fix the lid, we
installed 2 Velcro straps between the lid and the bin. There were a total of 12 bins
placed in the village (9x public & 3x behind bar).
Locations of recycling bins
Within the village, we placed at least 1-2 bins at each
corner next to the green rubbish bins. This allowed
the guests to make a considered choice about which
bin to use. The location of the bins was not ideal, see
below for suggested improvement. 3 red bins were
also placed behind the bar to capture PET Bottles, PP
Recycle bins location
Jugs and Aluminium Cans.
Signage
Besides color difference with general rubbish bins,
the recycle bins were recognized easily by the guests
as there were recycle stickers on each side of the bin
and a promotion board was put on the top showing
green messages.
Collection method
Once the recycle bins were full, the filled bag was
placed at a central collection point. All of the red bins
had separately colored bags, so that the recycling
material collected would not be confused with general waste. Bags behind the bar
area for aluminium cans were also a separate color for identification purposes. At
the end of each day, bags were moved onto the sidewalk of Caroline Hill Road,
covered with a blue tarpaulin and 2 traffic cones. Material picked up at 6:00am
following morning and sent to an HK Govt approved recycling facility where it is
washed and semi-processed, ready to be used in new products.
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Notes on attendee interactions and perceptions
When collecting the plastic, the recycling ambassadors found that patrons
responded positively when informed that the plastic was to be recycled. Also,
when our newly designed recycling tubes for collection of cups where brought out
briefly on Friday, there was immediate interest in what they were. This is a positive
sign, as it showed that something “different and innovative” in the look/feel of
recycling infrastructure caught their attention and created discussion.
It could be inferred that this creates a positive branding image for the HSBC
Village as a responsible participant in waste management.
Top 5 improvements for next year
1) Signage above the bins needs to be larger and with less text. “CUPS &
BOTTLES HERE” will suffice.
2) A promotion board showing how the plastic will be recycled to inform/educate
guests about recycling.
3 $20-30 deposit system for Jugs or have on site cleaning for reuse. Deposits
can also be done for cups, which is done at events in other parts of the world,
greatly reducing the amount of trash and recycling that is originally created.
4) Placing bins in the corners of the venue makes them less visible and recycling
ambassadors then effectively become “service staff” tasked with collecting all
of the plastic waste, which was not their intended role. Alternatively, the bins
should be placed among the common areas, where with some guidance and
improved signage, guests will be more inclined to recycle themselves.
5) A better solution for liquid waste is required.

For More Information:
Doug Woodring – Ocean Recovery Alliance, 9020-3949, doug@oceanrecov.org
Damien Van Leuven – Vanden Global, 6751-0320, sales@vandenrecycling.com
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C. Photo Gallery

Recycling People Behind the Scenes
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Smiling Faces and Big Waster at the Hong Kong Rugby Sevens 2014 – Stadium
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Smiling Faces and Big Waster at the Hong Kong Rugby Sevens 2014 – Stadium
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Smiling Faces and Big Waster at the Hong Kong Rugby Sevens 2014 – Indian Recreation Club and Fanzone
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